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MOL GROUP IS DELIGHTED TO HOST  
ERTC: ASK THE EXPERTS 2018

Developing the technical talent of tomorrow

At MOL Group we recognise the important role that career development will play in 
the success of the downstream industry going forward. Retaining the top talent and 
guiding our engineers to be the best in their field is at the top of our agenda, and the 
driven force behind our Technical Competence and Career Development Program 
(TCL). TCL provides attractive progression for those who demonstrate the highest 
excellence in terms of their technical skills. In addition, MOL Group has supported our 
young engineers with senior staff passing on their wealth of knowledge across the 
group’s subsidiaries of MOL, Slovnaft and INA.

Ask the Experts is the perfect platform

ERTC: Ask the Experts synchronises perfectly with our strategy as it brings together 
our  European refining peers alongside technology and solution providers to discuss 
and resolve the daily challenges faced by engineers. The event is the ideal platform 
to promote essential learning opportunities for our less-experienced engineers, as 
well as the opportunity to share key insights from leading experts on how European 
refineries can remain competitive through the development of technical expertise  
on-site.

It is set to be an excellent three days in Budapest and I hope that you can join us.

Kind regards,
David Pullan, 
VP, Downstream, 
MOL Group
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2017 in numbers

40% of our attendees were process 
engineers from refineries including...

Speakers

39
Companies

60
Attendees

146
Exhibitors

17
Countries

19
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10 REASONS TO ATTEND
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MORE CONTENT
Extended to 3 days, there is more time for the 
important discussions to develop your refinery.  

We will discuss new topics such as Process 
Safety and Shutdown and Turnarounds, as well 

as traditional topics of FCC, Crude Vacuum 
Distillation and Hydroprocessing.

DANUBE REFINERY SITE VISIT
We have prepared an exciting trip to Danube 

refinery where you will see the latest 
innovations from the plant. Understand what 

plant managers have done to keep the refinery 
one step ahead of their competitors. This is not 

to be missed!

EVENING SOCIAL ACTIVITY
After a day of debate and problems solving, 

unwind with your fellow process and 
maintenance engineers as we see the sights iof 
Budapest by bike, followed by a river cruise and 

dinner on the River Danube. 

INTERACTIVE FORMATS
ERTC: Ask the Experts is different from any 
other event in Europe. It is the only place 

that offers discussions in the most interactive 
format, allowing you to gain access to the 
leading experts to make sure your refinery 
remains competitive during the challenging 

times ahead. 

THE PERFECT LEARNING EXPERIENCE FOR 
PROCESS AND MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS
Our flagship event ERTC focusses on the long-
term strategy for refineries and because of this 
we have created an event for current process 

and maintenance engineers as they aim to 
become the leaders of tomorrow. By providing 

experts, motivational speakers and business 
coaching, this is the perfect place to pave the 

way to success. 

KEY DECISION MAKERS AT PLANTS  
WITH SOLUTION PROVIDERS AND  

OTHER EXPERTS
You can rest assured that Ask the Experts will 
also provide the in-depth content, an array of 

networking opportunities, and access to leading 
stakeholders resolve your burning questions. 
Through our well-researched database and 

marketing campaigns we will provide the best 
expert to answer your specific question.
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MOL GROUP 
By moving to Budapest with MOL Group, the 

WRA is partnering with one of the leading 
European companies focussing on career 

development. Also with MOL’s refinery portfolio 
going beyond Hungary with INA and Slovnaft, 
you will be able to hear from a diverse range 

of refinery experiences to enhance your 
knowledge of best practices.

BUSINESS WORKSHOP
To combat the challenging environment ahead 

for European refineries, engineers have to 
be commercially aware and prepared for all 

outcomes on a daily basis. The Pop-Up Business 
School will provide an educational workshop for 
young engineers to learn the necessary skills to 

achieve this and become the  
leaders of tomorrow.

CALL FOR QUESTIONS
In the unique format of Ask the Experts, you 

can submit your technical questions to be 
answered by senior refiners, and technology 
and solution providers with your approved 
questions appearing as part of the 2018 

agenda. We recruit the most qualified minds in 
the industry to provide you with the answers  

to your questions.

MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER
Times are difficult for European refineries as 
they look to stay competitive on the global 

stage. However at the WRA we truly believe 
the outlook is bright going forward. As such, 
we will have an out-of-the-box motivational 

speaker to share this positive outlook for  
the industry.
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KEY THEMES
After in-depth research calls with European process and maintenance engineers, your feedback has been 
that you wanted more time and more topics covered in the programme. With this in mind, we have extended 
the event from 2 to 3 days and added in new themes, allowing more time for in-depth discussions and 
troubleshooting between refiners and service and technology providers to resolve the daily challenges faced 
by process engineers on-site.

Hydroprocessing 

Crude Vacuum 
Distillation & 

Coking

What’s the limit expected for co-processing in the following years?

How to optimize hydrogen addition to the right cuts in the refinery?

How to go on with vacuum distillation units facing the 2020 sulphur gap?

Is it possible to fix VBR to DCU?

Shutdowns and 
Turnarounds

NEW

What is the maximum interval between two TARs?

What are the most important actions to reduce the total downtime of a turnaround?

Process  
Safety

NEW

What is the main challenge with human factor on process safety  
and how it can be solved?

How does the industry’s challenges affect the overall process safety?

FCC

Do you foresee FCC to RFCC revamp in order to treat more heavy feeds due 
to IMO 2020 regulation?

Is propylene yield maximization in the FCC unit an efficient way to fulfil 
propylene demand in a refinery ?
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Here at Ask the Experts, we discard the traditional conference where you sit in front of a 
stage and listen to PowerPoint presentations and have created a format where the focus 
is on the audience as much as the experts to promote discussion. 
Our In-the-round format maximises interactivity and audience involvement ensuring 
everyone gets their question answered and a chance to get involved in the conversation. 

Ask The Expert Panels
Made up of both refiners and technology providers, questions are 
posed to our expert panels through the live interactive app Slido 
and from the floor.  If you have a question that can’t wait until 
March, why not submit your questions to our “Call for Questions” 
online and help direct our agenda to your needs. 
Our Experts will need to apply every bit of their refinery knowledge 
to answer questions that will come from a wide range of themes.

Speed Networking
It’s fun, it’s fast paced and it’s a way to make introductions  
and meet your peers – Don’t forget your business cards!

Experts in Action
Short, sharp and snappy! These demonstrations will highlight the 
latest technology and understanding of how to apply it to improve 
margins. This is the perfect place to find the latest technology to 
support your refinery.

INTERACTIVE  
FORMATS EXPLAINED
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DON’T 
JUST TAKE 

OUR WORD 
FOR IT

 Experienced people from different backgrounds 
and with different approaches always adds up 
to synthesis. It is one of the must attend refining 
events of the year in Europe.
Process Engineer, Motor Oil Hellas

No other event will 
educate and motivate  
your people more in such  
a short period of time.
Senior Safety Advisor Operations, 
Gunvor Raffinerie Ingolstadt Gmbh 

Very useful and 
interesting opportunity 
to acquire expert 
knowledge.
Process Selection Head, 
Hellenic Petroleum

 ERTC Ask the experts 
was a pleasant 
opportunity for 
networking with 
experts in their field 
of interest within the 
industry, in a relaxed 
and comfortable way. 
It is one of the must 
refining events of the 
year to attend  
in Europe.
Grigorios Katsoulis,  
Motor Oil Hellas

Very profitable time 
thanks to a new 
format which favours 
technical exchanges
VP Technology, TOTAL 
Research & Technology

 No more death by 
powerpoint, try 
something new and 
get your questions 
answered by industry 
leaders in real time.
Director of Field Services, 
Coking.com

 ERTC ATE provides a new way of sharing 
information between experts and audience. 
Highly engaging, and a big step away from a 
sometimes boring theatre “I will tell you” format! 
Big praise for WRA in changing the way we  
share knowledge.
Business Development, Avantium

The ERTC Ask the Experts was a very interesting, 
informative & interactive event with lots of sharing 
between attendees. The organisers did an excellent 
job in arranging this new “unconferenceed” format 
which is the solution for future events.
Refinery Industry Manager, Alfa Laval



SITE VISIT TO MOL REFINERY 

MOL Group is undertaking some exciting ventures in Eastern Europe and 
what better way to understand first hand than with a site-visit to their local 
Danube refinery. During Day 3 you have the chance to join us on a trip to 
Százhalombatta to explore the refinery’s 54 major process plants dealing 

with crudes from Russia and alternative oil sources through the Adria pipeline. This is 
a great place to see true innovation in a European refinery and use these findings to 
support your business back at home.

WORKSHOPS 

FUTURE LEADERS BUSINESS COACHING
The central purpose of Ask the 
Experts is to help today’s process 
and maintenance engineers become 

refinery leaders of tomorrow and with the 
support of the Pop-Up Business School we will 
provide a collaborative learning environment for 
young engineers to gain the necessary skills to 
achieve this. You will learn how to:

       Find a voice in senior leadership settings

       Speed up personal development

       Enhance presentation and networking skills

        Apply commercial awareness in day-to-day 
decisions

Asktheexperts.wraconferences.com

ON-SITE PLANNING WORKSHOP
What is the difference between a 
good decision and a bad decision? 
With the latest in modelling 
technology, you will have the chance 
to be trained by leading experts 
and consultants to understand the 
commercial implications of your 
decisions when managing a plant.
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MEET THE EXPERTS!

David Pullan 
Group Downstream Development, 

Senior Vice President 
MOL Group

Wolfram Krenn
SVP and Refinery Site Manager 

OMV Schwechat

Teemu Lindberg
Director, Refining 

UPM

Norbert Kováč 
FCC, ETBE,  

ALKY Technologist 
Slovnaft

Tomasz Bytner
Head of Production Engineering  

Grupa LOTOS

Kamju Azizi 
Group Expert, Turnaround & 
Performance Management  

OMV Schwechat

Jiří Hájek 
Director of Development  

and Innovation  
Unipetrol

Koenraad Herrebout
Manager, Technical Assistance;  

Troubleshooting Refining and Base 
Chemicals, Total

Grigorios P. Katsoulis 
Senior Process Engineer, HazOp 3  

Motor Oil Hellas,  
Corinth Refineries S.A

Miray Genç
Superintendent, FCC process 

Tüpraş

Jake Gotham 
Director  

InSite Technical Services

Austin Schneider 
Director of Technology

Crystaphase

Jean-Claude Adelbrecht
Business Development Manager  

HTE

Francis Humblot 
Principal Scientist 

Arkema

Eva Andersson 
Refinery Industry Manager,  

Global Technology  
Alfa Laval

Tom Huizinga
Business Development Manager 

Avantium Chemicals

Per Zeutehn
General Manager -  
Catalyst Marketing  

Haldor Topsoe

Romain Vial 
Reactor Management  

Services Manager 
Eurecat

Constantinos Plellis 
Aspropyrgos Refinery Process 

Department Manager 
Hellenic Petroleum 

Tamás Kasza 
Technology & Development 
Manager in Danube Refinery 

MOL

Kristijan Drožđek 
Production Manager  

in Sisak Refinery 
INA

Thomas Campmas 
Process Safety Engineer

Total

Sébastien Decker 
Refining Processes Expert 

Total
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Tuesday 6th March
08:30 Meet Your Peers at Morning Coffee

08:55 Welcome

09:00  Ask the Experts…What is in store?

09:05   The Future of European Refining: Predictions for the Next Decade
 •   The challenges of remaining competitive on a global and continental scale
 •   Adapting to the pressures of environmental regulation 
 •  What are the potential effects of digitisation?
 •  How will the role of process engineers change?
 •   What will the long-term trend towards petrochemicals mean for refiners?

 David Pullan, Group Downstream Development, Senior Vice President, MOL Group
 Teemu Lindberg Director, Refining UPM
 Wolfram Krenn, SVP and Refinery Site Manager, OMV Schwechat

HYDROPROCESSING: PART I

09:45  Ask the Experts Panel
  The discussion will cover profitability; safety; feed poisons and fouling; corrosion; catalysts; hydrocracking process; 

hydrogen; optimization; reliability; mechanical integrity

  Tom Huizinga, Business Development Manager Avantium Chemicals
  Per Zeutehn, General Manager- Catalyst Marketing Haldor Topsoe 
   Tomasz Bytner, Head of Production Engineering Grupa Lotos
 Jiří Hájek, Director of Development and Innovation, Unipetrol

10:45 Experts in Action – Hydroprocessing 
  Short, sharp and snappy demonstrations highlighting the latest technology and understanding how to apply it to 

improve margins

11:00  Speed Networking 
  A fun, fast-paced way to make introductions and meet your peers - don’t forget your business cards!

11:30 Morning Coffee

FCC: PART I

12:00 Ask the Experts Panel
  The discussion will cover profitability; safety; environmental; process; catalysts; dealing with heavy crudes; 

reliability
 Question example:
 •   Are there going to be break troughs in FCC energy efficiency? 
 •   Can FCC catalysts cope with arsenic, silicon and oxygen in the feed?
  Koenraad Herrebout, Manager, Technical Assistance; Troubleshooting Refining and Base Chemicals, Total

 Norbert Kováč, FCC, ETBE, ALKY Technologist, Slovnaft 

 Senior representative, BASF



13:00 Experts in Action - FCC
  Short, sharp and snappy demonstrations highlighting the latest technology and understanding how to apply it to 

improve margins

13:15 Lunch 

14:15  Interactive Roundtables
  Join smaller groups of peers to understand in greater depth the solutions to specific refining problems, and 

contribute your experience in this area; all guided by an expert in the field - heated debate welcome!
  Delegates will rotate every 25minutes and attend all four roundtables 

  1.   Corrosion: Adapting to increased crude flexibility

 2.  Hydroprocessing catalyst sulfiding: extension of DMDS injection service with in-line H2S analyzers

  Francis Humblot, Principal Scientist, Arkema

 3.  Catalyst Evaluation and Development

  Jean-Claude Adelbrecht, Business Development Manager, hte

 4.   Process Optimisation Available with Unconventional Heat Exchanger Solutions

  Eva Andersson, Refinery Industry Manager, Global Technology, Alfa Laval

16:15 End of Day One

EVENING SOCIAL

16:30 River cruise down the Danube including dinner 
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08:55 Morning Coffee Grab & Go

09:10  How Will New Technologies Disrupt the Downstream Industry?
 •   Assessing successful examples of refineries embracing new technologies to remain competitive
 •   Evaluating the long-term and short-term benefits of such changes
 •   Which technologies will change the future of refineries?
 •   How can process engineers prepare for these changes?
 •   With the diesel market disappearing, how are companies going to deal with this?
 Stephen Sims, President, North America, NGTS Global

PROCESS SAFETY

09:30 Ask the Experts Panel
  The discussion will cover profitability; training on-site; new technologies; protocol; risk aversion; good work 

process; corrosion mechanisms; and integrity management

  Grigorios P. Katsoulis, Senior Process Engineer, HazOp 3, Motor Oil Hellas, Corinth Refineries S.A.
 Thomas Campas, Process Safety Engineer, Total    

10:45 Experts in Action – Process Safety 

  Short, sharp and snappy demonstrations highlighting the latest technology and understanding how to apply it 
to improve safety

10:55 Morning Coffee

CRUDE VACUUM DISTLLATION/ COKING 

11:25  Ask the Experts Panel
  The discussion will cover profitability; safety; coke units; crude distillation; delayed coker unit; crude preheat 

units; desalting; vacuum distillation.

 Jake Gotham, Director, InSite Technical Services
 Kristijan Drožđek, Production Manager in Sisak Refinery, INA
 Constantinos Plellis, Aspropyrgos Refinery Process Department Manager, Hellenic Petroleum

12:25   Experts in Action – Crude Vacuum Distillation & Coking 
  Short, sharp and snappy demonstrations highlighting the latest technology and understanding how to apply it to 

improve margins

12:40 Lunch 

SHUTDOWNS AND TURNAROUNDS

14:00  Ask the Experts Panel
  The discussion will cover profitability; safety; catalysts; reliability; mechanical integrity;  

energy optimization

15:00 Experts in Action – Shutdown and Turnarounds 
  Short, sharp and snappy demonstrations highlighting the latest technology and understanding how to apply it 

to improve margins
 Romain Vial, Reactor Management Services Manager, Eurecat
 
15:15 Afternoon Coffee

15:45  Future Leaders Business Coaching

17:15  Bike tour around Budapest 
 

Wednesday 7th March
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STREAM A:  
ON-SITE PLANNING WORKSHOP

What is the difference between a good 
decision and a bad decision? With the 
latest in modelling technology, you will 
have the chance to be trained by leading 
experts and consultant to  understand 
the commercial implications of your 
decisions when managing a plant.

14:20

16:20  Wrap up and Farewell

Thursday 8th March
08:55 Morning Coffee Grab & Go

09:10 Making the most of your career going forward 

HYDROPROCESSING: PART II

09:30 Ask the Experts Panel
  The discussion will cover profitability; safety; feed poisons and fouling; catalysts; hydrocracking process; 

hydrogen; optimization; reliability; mechanical integrity

 Teemu Lindberg, Director, Refining, UPM
  Austin Schneider, Director of Technology, Crystaphase
  Jake Gotham, Director, InSite Technical Services (moderator)

10:45  Experts in Action – Hydroprocessing 
  Short, sharp and snappy demonstrations highlighting the latest technology and understanding how to apply it to 

improve margins 

10:55 Morning CoffeeFCC UNIT: PART II

11:25 Ask the Experts Panel
  The discussion will cover profitability; safety; environmental; process; catalysts; dealing with heavy crudes; 

reliability

  Miray Genç, Superintendent, FCC process, Tüpraş

  Sébastien Decker, Refining Processes Experts Total 

 Tamás Kasza, Technology & Development Manager in Danube Refinery, MOL

12:25  Experts in Action - FCC
  Short, sharp and snappy demonstrations highlighting the latest technology and understanding how to apply it to 

improve margins

12:40 Lunch

STREAM B:  
SITE VISIT TO MOL REFINERY

We will provide a great opportunity to 
visit MOL’s refinery with an exciting 
interactive session planned on-site. 
Understand how your counterparts are 
looking at the big picture and readying 
their plants for the challenges ahead.
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Ask the Experts - Ticket Early Bird (until 26 Jan 2018) Standard Rate
Process Engineer €550 €700
Suppliers €2,175 €2,365
Sponsors €1,800 €1,950
3*2 Exhibition stand €5,000 €6,000

This year ERTC Ask the Experts is 
supported by MOL Group and we are 
moving to the beautiful Kempinski 
Hotel Corvinus Budapest, Hungary!

We have secured a preferential rate at the Kempinski Hotel 
Corvinus, Budapest. Please click HERE to book your stay!

Stay ahead of your competitors by being part of this unique event! 
To discuss the speaking, branding and exhibiting opportunities, 
please contact : Ivan Lukyanenka 
Tel: +442073847995  
E: Ivan.Lukyanenka@wraconferences.com

  Book now to secure the best rates!                                               

REGISTER NOW!

Receive a 10% 
discount when 
quoting DL17

SPONSORS

PRICES

1
5

17
18
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